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The teaching at the design studio Weinand revolves around the idea that architecture, structure, form, and material ought to be thought together in a holistic manner to participate actively in the elaboration of coherent projects. The studio aims at developing projects that are not only architecturally interesting, but also integrate constraints linked to fabrication processes and assembly sequences. It is our core belief that the role of the architect is changing: as the construction sector is a major stakeholder of the ongoing environmental crisis, construction processes and their associated environmental impacts need to be better integrated in the design intentions.

In addition, as the profession is moving towards more automation, architects will have to be able to control their geometry, master the processes of fabrication of the different pieces and, ultimately, to be able to talk face-to-face with the engineers and companies to develop the construction method that better fits their architectural intent. Furthermore, thanks to these tools of digital fabrication, and the now large array of timber products available in the industry we think that timber has a large role to play in the emerging architectural scene. We aim at preparing young architects to evolve in this new paradigm, providing them with the basic tools of parametrization and offering them the possibility to test their ideas both virtually (with 3D models and point-clouds), and physically (with prototypes and details mock-up).
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Virtual and physical explorations

Between point clouds and prototypes
A teaching infused by research experience

Digital fabrication
- Ongoing research: Petras Vestartas

Robotic assembly
- Ongoing research: Nicolas Rogeau

Laser scanning
- Ongoing research: Andrea Settimi
IBOIS Toolbox

Prototyping equipment

Experimental facilities (GIS)

6-axis robotic arm

5-axis CNC

Computational design tools

NGON
Polygonal Mesh Processing Tool

MANIS
A collaborative design tool for integrally-attached timber plate structures

COCKROACH
POINT-CLOUD PROCESSING
A detailed planning of all studio activities will be sent before the beginning of the semester.
STUDIO PROJECT
Rochers de Naye
From the lake to the mountains
Reaching up there
Two seasons
A century ago...
Students will design a timber alternative for the train station of the Rochers de Naye. The proposal should respond to the broad variety of leisure activities taking place during the whole year on top of including catering and transportation services. The challenge will be to develop an innovative timber structure that addresses the remote location of the site while minimizing the project environmental impact. Focus will therefore be set on integrating fabrication and assembly constraints early in the design process. In order to best support the students in this project, various lectures, workshops, participatory roundtables, and visits of timber construction companies will be organized during the semester.
QUESTIONS?

contact: nicolas.rogeau@epfl.ch